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What is biodiversity?y

 Three components: genes, species, habitats (definition of 
the Convention on Biological Diversity)

 Marine biodiversity research investigates marine species, 
th i   d  d t  d th  t l d  their genes and gene products, and the coastal and open 
sea habitats in which they live.  

Focus predominantly on species (species richness  species  Focus predominantly on species (species richness, species 
diversity),  increasingly also on genes and gene products
and habitats (ecosystems).and habitats (ecosystems).

 Relevant to Taxonomy, Ecology, Biogeochemistry, 
Fisheries, Ecosystem Management, Conservation etc., y g ,
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Why marine biodiversity observation?

Marine Biodiversity is an essential descriptor of the 
state of marine ecosystems and changes thereoffstate of marine ecosystems and changes thereoff

Marine Biodiversity is changing and in many cases 
d i idl d t  li t h  fi h i  decreasing rapidly due to climate change, fisheries, 
acidification, eutrophication, invading species …

 Changes in biodiversity and ecosystem state are mostly
unpredictable and require surveillance at the right 

ti l d t l l i  d  t  b d t t d  spatial and temporal scales in order to be detected, 
monitored and, if necessary, managed.
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What challenges?
 Identify adequate descriptors and indicators of marine 

biodiversity (change) in Europe

 Survey (monitor) changes in biodiversity at the relevant 
spatial and temporal scales and with adequate technologies

• Spatial = ecosystems, basins, LME’s

• Temporal = decades

 Base surveys on agreed EU (and globally) standardized, 
quality assured methods and protocols.

 Provide freely (and easily) accessible data bases (and e-
science platforms and laboratories)

 Create an adequate legal framework
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Challenge 1: Adequate 
d d ddescriptors and Indicators
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Over 31000 marine species now known 
from European watersp

• The European Register of Marine Species (including only plants 
and animals) as maintained by MarBEF grew with 1 371 and animals) as maintained by MarBEF grew with 1,371 
species since 2006.  The list now (2009) totals 31,455 marine 
species of plants and animals in Europe, which makes this the species of plants and animals in Europe, which makes this the 
best known continent thanks to efforts of hundreds of 
taxonomists and ecologists. 

• More than 136 plant and animal species found since 2006 are 
new to science, but in the microbial domain the number of 
new ‘species’ has grown exponentially.
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Marine Indicators ?
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1970 2010 1970 2010
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Challenge 2: adequate surveys
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The Continuous Plankton 
R d  CPRRecorder CPR
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Fish Species Richness in the North Sea has strongly 
increased over time
o Small southern species increasep
o Large northern species decrease their range
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Climate Change and Overexploitation 
lead to decreasing 
numbers of top predators. 

l l f hExample: Bluefin Tuna caught 
in the North Sea UK 1933 (upper two)
Denmark (lower) 1946.  The species 
h di d l t lhas now disappeared completely.
(MacKenzie and Myers, 2007)
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Challenge 3: Use of New 
observation methodsobservation methods

A few examples from the Census of Marine Life
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CoML & Ocean Observing
Monitoring far animal migrations by tagging & g g y gg g
telemetry – providing technology & protocols

Images: TOPP & POST projects
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CoML & Ocean Observing
Animal oceanographers – collecting vast amounts Animal oceanographers collecting vast amounts 
of oceanographic data

Some animals 
dive 1000m Image: TOPP projec
Photo: Dan Costa, University 
of California Santa Cruz

220 Temperature

7 seals tracked during 2-3 month summer feeding 
migrations
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Challenge 4:  microbial and 
b dgenetic biodiversity
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1 billion bacterial cells per liter
10 billion viral particles per liter10 billion viral particles per liter
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AcinasAcinas et al. 2004, et al. 2004, NatureNature
PedrPedróóss--AliAlióó 2006  2006  TiMTiMPedrPedróóss AliAlióó 2006, 2006, TiMTiM
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Metagenomics

Pyrosequencing
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Habitats
 Habitats are formed by interactions between
biology, geology, physics and chemistry

Often a correlation between habitat and 
biodiversity exists (close or not so close)biodiversity exists (close or not so close)

Habitat structure may therefore serve as a 
predictor of biodiversitypredictor of biodiversity

New observation tools allow for a detailed and 
rapid mapping of habitats
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Hakon mosby mud volcano at 1250m
on Barents sea slope

estricted size, high patchiness 

Microbathymetric mapping (Foucher e
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Conclusions
 Biodiversity is a layered concept, biodiversity observation

consequently can be addressed at different levels

Gene Level: metagenomics (and other molecular methods) are  Gene Level: metagenomics (and other molecular methods) are 
promising but not yet routine tools for surveillance. They should and 
will be further developed as the interest in marine microbiology, 
biotechnology and natural products grows.

 Species Level: existing information is huge but scattered.   Access 
d h ld b i d   N  th d dd i land use should be improved.  New survey methods addressing large

spatial and long temporal scales must be developed and 
implemented.

 Habitat Level:  Mapping of marine habitats is essential for 
management and exploitation of marine resources.  The link 
b t h bit t d i  bi di it t b f th t di d    between habitat and species biodiversity must be further studied.   
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Thank you for your attention


